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ABSTRACT

This report presents the third version of the State-Level Electricity
,

Demand (SLED) Model developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for the1

Nuclear Regulatory Conmission. Specific improvements over previous versions
of the SLED model are as follows. (1) A theoretical framework for esti-'

mating electric appliance choices and utilization of those appliances at;

the aggregate level is developed. These refinements enable the model to,

" capture the detailed underlying behavior of electricity consumers and to i

deal with the effect of market penetration of energy saving technologies
on electricity demand. (2) The linkage between average price and marginal
price is instituted. Thus the model as estimated can be interpreted using
either average or marginal price. The marginal price elasticities are
derived from the average price elasticities and presented in the report.
(3) Important determinants of price elasticities have been identified and
the elasticities of demand are specified to be variable, rather than ;

constant, among states in a region as well as over time. The formulation !

of variable elasticities permits the estimation of demand coefficients
for a wide range of circumstances, such as in utility service areas.,

The structural coefficients are estimated by nonlinear three-stage I

least squares, using annual state data for 1955-1976. Regression results !
show that the variation of demand elasticities is indeed explainable in

'

the model. For example, the price elasticity of residential demand for
electricity is dependent upon the levels of price and income, and the
saturation levels of major electric appliances. These results imply
that each end-use of electricity has distinctive impacts on price
elasticity. The comparative analysis reveals that space heating and air
conditioning have greater effect on price elasticities in absolute value
than water heating and clothes drying. The estimated demand elasticities
also show substantial variation aniong states. Although differences exist
between average price and marginal price elasticities, these differences

,

are in general, not dramatic.

i

i

, . ix
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy demand forecasts are critical inputs to decisions on capacity
planning by electric utilities. The recent study of the Energy Modeling
Forum on " Electric Load Forecasting" pointed out:

" Forecasts of peak load (kilowatts) and electricity
consumption (kilowatt hours) are the starting points in
the electric utility planning cycle. As the lead times
required to add new generation capacity have lcngthened, the
costs of new capacity have risen, the importance of fore-
casting has increased substantially. At the same time, the
growth of electricity consumption has broken with past trends,
and the uncertainty of forecasting has widened."1

In the public sector, energy demand forecasts are also critically needed
by regulatory agencies such as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),

the Economic Regulatory Administration, and state energy commissions as
bases for making public policies which affect the utility's capacity
expansion.

In the case of NRC, the agency has a responsibility for licensing
proposed nuclear power plants. As required by the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969, NRC prepares an environmental impact statement
before a decision can be made on whether or not to grant the license
for either construction or operation of nuclear power plants. One
important area in the environmental impact analysis addresses the need
for power issue. Specifically, Chapter 8 of the NRC statement is
entitled "The Need for the Plant." According to Environmental Standard
Revice Plans published by the NRC in fiay 1979, this section of the statement
includes a detailed analysis and evaluation of the applicant's treatment
of these projections, and an independent assessment of forecasts of the
service-area growth, electricity consumption, and peak load demand.

The NRC needs a sound analytical modeling tool for its independent
assessment because of the growth sophistication that applicants employ
in making their forecasts, and also because of the more frequent contentions
from intervenors who question the validity of the forecasts. In almost
all cases, the need for power is the first issue to be examined. Unless

there is a demonstrated need, the plant may simply not be licensed. Thus
the NRC staff must defend their independent assessment in all cases. To

1
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build the capability for conducting these independent assessments, the
NRC has funded the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to develop various
electricity demand forecasting models.

In order to address issues related to capacity expansion by utilities,
' electricity demand forecasts must have regional detail. The need for <

regional forecasts has stemmed from the fact that historical growth patterns
in electricity demand vary widely from region to region. and this variation
is expected to continue in the future. To accomplish the goal of providing
detailed regional forecasts to NRC, ORNL first developed the state-level
electricity demand (SLED) forecasting model. Version I and Version II
of the SLED model were documented in Chern and Just,2 and Chern et al.3d

The SLED model forecasts state-level electricity demand in kWh and
electricity prices by sector. Efforts were also made at ORNL to disggre-
gate the SLED model to utility service areas and to expand the forecasting
capability to deal with the peak demand in kW and load distribution. The
methodologies for these latter extensions are discussed elsewhere.5,6

This study represents one of our continuing efforts to improve the
SLED model. Specific improvements include the following. First, a

theoretical framework for estimating electric appliance choices and the
utilization of those appliances at the aggregate level is develcped.
One fundamental reason for decomposing the aggregate sectoral demand into
a short-run model for estimating the utilization of electric durables and

a long-run model for electric durable choice is because such an approach

; can more explicitly capture the detailed underlying behavior of electricity
consumers. Also, during the sample period of 1955-1976, the saturation
of some electricity intensive durables reached a very high level. These
durables include refrigerators, televisions, clothes washers, and clothesi

dryers. In fact, the saturation levels for refrigerators and televisions

had reached nearly 100% by the end of the sample period.
In some states, the list can be extended to include electric water

heaters, air conditioners, and electric ranges. For example, in Texas,
the saturation level of air conditioning increased rapidly from 12% in
1955 to 88% in 1976; thus, the potential for further increase is limited.
If the future trend of appliance saturation levels is much different from

,

1
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the historical trend, the standard Koyck-lag used in the Version I and

Version II SLED model may not be appropriate for forecasting because it
would tend to overestimate electricity demand when important electric
appliance holdings reach saturation. A model which explicitly includes
appliance saturations can, of course, appropriately reflect this reality.

Furthermore, apparent potential of new energy saving innovations such
as solar heating technology must be considered. The penetration of these
new technologies would, of course, affect the demand for electricity. The
standard Koyck-type distributed lag model such as the one used in Version I
and Version II of the SLED model cannot handle the effects of this poten-

tially important penetration. A more sophisticated approach is proposed
in this study to deal with the effect of the market penetration of energy
saving technologies on electricity demand. This refinement >hould thus
enhance the applicability of the model for not only forecasting but also
evaluating policy issues. Note, however, that this refinement applies

only to the residential sector, and to a lesser extent, the commercial
sector. The standard lag model is retained for the industrial sector.
Also, note that this study only reports the first part of this particular
refinement effort which deals with estimation of electricity use given

appliance saturation. A later study will deal with saturation forecasting.
The second area of improvement in this study deals with issues related

to rate structure. Since there are strong possibilities of altering
the declining block rate schedule currently used, one must question how
a model using average electricity price should be interpreted when a
different rate structure is instituted. In this study, the linkage

between average price and marginal price is established. Thus the model

as estimated can be interpreted using either average price or marginal
price. Furthermore, the marginal price elasticities can be derived from
the average price elasticities and both sets of elasticity estimates are
presented in the report.

The third area of improvement deals with the issue of variable
elasticity specification. As detailed in Sect. II, evidence obtained from
previous research shows a wide variation of price elasticity among regions.
Attempts are made in this study to identify important determinants of the

L____-_-_____________-________________________-.-----___.
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price elasticity of electricity demand. For example, the price elasticity
for residential demand is specified as a function of electricity price,
income, and the saturation levels of various electric appliances. The
model thus allows the price elasticity to vary from state to state.
Specific elasticities at the state level are computable from the estimated
structural coefficients. This varying elasticity formulation permits the
estimation of demand coefficients for a wide range of circumstances such
as in utility service areas.

II. REVIEW 0F THE SLED MODEL

1

For the previous versions of the State-Level Electricity Demand
(SLED) model developed by Chern et al.,3'4 the basic structure of the model
(ignoring additive disturbances) was

i

Inx = ao + ui Inx _3 + a2 Zn p + a3 Zn y + og In n (1)g g g g g

= Bo + si (x/n ) + 62 (x/n )2 +83 v (2)p -c g g 3g 3

where
I = quantity of electricity consumed (by residential, commercial,zg

or industrial sectors),
p = average electricity price (by residential, commercial, org

industrial sectors),
y = real per capita personal income (or value added in the case ofg

the industrial sector),
a = other determinants of demand,

g

= number of electricity customers (residential, commercial, ori n g

industrial),
'

= average cost of generating and distributing electricity,e
g

r = other determinants of price,
3

; e = time period.

.

.

. - _ , , , _ . . - , - - - . , - , . , -- ,- _- . _ . . . _ , _ . ,. . _ _ .
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Assuming the same elasticities over the states within each of the 9 regions
in the United States (dummy variables were used to represent shifts in
constant terms from state to state), results of the earlier studies show
that price and income elasticities of demand vary considerably among
regions. For example, in the residential sector, the short-run crice

elasticity varies from .08 in the Pacific region to .39 in the West

South Central region while long-run price elasticities vary from .38 in
the Mountain region to -1.15 in New England.7 Short-run income elasti-
cities range between 0.0004 in the West North Central region to 0.462 in
the Mountain region.

With this variation in elasticities among regions, several important

questions arise: (1) If elasticities vary among regions, then surely
they vary among states within regions and, if so, what are the effects of
ignoring these differences both on the results of estimation and on
forecasts and need-for-facility assessments which require local detail?
(2) What explains the variation of elasticities among states and regions?
(3) Are the factors which affect these variations in elasticities among
regions likely to change within regions and thus become important in
forecasting future electricity demand?

Although the earlier study was also concerned with these issues, data
were not sufficient within individual states to estimate the model of
Eqs. (1) and (2) with an acceptable degree of precision. The objective of
the present study, on the other hand, is to specify more formally a non-

: constant elasticity model corresponding to Eqs. (1) and (2) which can
! address the above three questions.

Another issue which deserves further attention is the dichotomous
nature of decisions to purchase electric durables as opposed to the

j

decision of how intensively to use the existing stock of electric durables.
The previous model outlined above represents a reduced form of demand

for electricity which implicitly includes both of these underlying pro-
cesses. This study, on the other hand, explicitly considers these two
processes separately by focusing on the intensity-of-use decisions at the
aggregate state level given the existing stock of appliances. A later
study will then focus on the change in stock of electricity-using durables.

4

--, -- --. --,-m, . . . -. . - y
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III. TREATMENT OF ELASTICITY VARIATION

Consider first the problem of capturing the variation in elasticities
among states. A simple and straight forward approach in studying variation
in elasticities is to specify a model of elasticity variation much like

,

a price or demand equation and then consider the corresponding estimation
problem. Suppose, for example, that the price elasticity of demand in
Eq. (1) follows the equation

2g * a0 + at In pgg + a2 Zn ygg + a3 In 9 (3)a
37

where u represents other exogenous factors which may or may not begg

represented in ::, above. Note that i subscripts have been added to denote
states.

Since the elasticity parameters, a,g, are neither known or directly
observable, two approaches to estimation of Eq. (3) are possible. One
approach is to estimate the model in Eq. (3) where the a are replaced2i
by estimates from Eq. (1). To exemplify this approach, assume for the

moment that p, can be treated exogenously in Eq. (1). Then under appro-

priate stochastic assumptions, Eq. (1) can be estimated by ordinary least
6squares in the random coefficients regression framework of C. R. Rao

to find consistent but inefficient estimates of E,g, defined by

2g " a0 + al Zn Pg + a2 Zn yg + a3 Zn o (4)| a g,

where bars denote sample means. Then the resulting estimates of a may
2i

be used to estimate a , ai, a2, and a3 utilizing Eq. (4). Since estimateso

of s,g are consistent, the resulting estimates of Eq. (4) can also be
shown to be consistent under usual assumptions according to the methods

of Hildreth and Houck,9 Just and Pope,10 and others.
An important problem with the above approach, aside from simultaneity

.
of p and .r , is that efficiency is lost in Eq. (4) since observationsg g

| with non-perfect correlations are average together yielding fewer data
points than are actually available. Of course, this loss of efficiency

I

|

l

|

!
._ . .- -- - ,. . . - .- -
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,

would not occur if elasticities were constant over states within a region

(at azi) and simply followed Eq. (4). A second loss of efficiency occurs
because, with the above approach, Eqs. (1) and (4) are estimated indepen-
dently when the disturbances are, in fact, correlated [because errors in
estimates of a and thus disturbances in (4) depend on disturbances in-

2i
Eq. (1)]. The corresponding possibilities for efficiency gain are some-
what similar to those of Zellner's seemingly unrelated regressions. '

In this situation, efficient estimation of a pair of equations such

as (1) and (3) can be handled most easily if the two equations are
combined to produce estimates of both equations at once. With the model
outlined above, this can be accomplished by substituting (3) into (1)
to obtain the equation

Zn x = yo + yi In r ,3 + Y2 In pt + v3 (In pt)23 g

| + yu (Zn p )(In y ) + ys (In p )(Zn o )g g g g

:

I + yc In y + y7 In a (5)g t

where

YO * 00, Y1 = al, Y2 * G0d"'

2

| Y3 = aid, y4 = a2ds Ys * G3d'3 2 2

y6 = a3, y7 = aq,4

and the i subscripts are again dropped for simplicity. Equation (5),
however, possesses well known estimation properties in the case where
p is exogenous; and when Eqs. (2) and (5) are considered together, one'

g

| obtains a simple nonlinear simultaneous equations model for which well
i known estimation methods also exist. Furthermore, efficient estimation

of Eq. (5) is a simple matter by ordinary least squares for the case

where p , is exogenous (under ordinary stochastic assumptions) and, hence,,

by analogy, a nonlinear simultaneous equations approach to estimation of
(2) and (5) appears to gain more efficiency than nonlinear estimation

,

of (1) and (2) with subsequent regressions according to (4).

-- _ . _ . . .. - - - _ -_- -_ -_ -. - - . ._-
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Of course, Eq. (5) is simply a special case of a transiog demand
equation in which some quadratic log terms are ignored.ll An abbreviated
form, however, is necessary since the number of variables used in the
previous study and considered further in this study is too extensive to
make a complete translog form practical. Equation (5) thus serves to
indicate which quadratic-log terms are important in explaining the elasti-

cities of interest. All the terms involving Zn pt, of course, contribute
to explaining variation in the price elasticity of demand. Similarly,
the terms involving In p contribute to explaining variation in income

g

elasticity.

The approach proposed above provides a basis for improving the earlier
versions of the SLED model to allow variation of elasticities among states.
However, for the residential and commercial sectors, the basic model
structure, as discussed in the following section, is further refined to
deal with the short-run usage and the long-run appliance choices separately.
Therefore, the approach developed here will be combined with the basic
structural equation developed in the following section to formulate the
empirical model used for estimating residential and commercial demand
equations. For example, the lag term in Eq. (5) will not appear in the
short-run usage equations for these two sectors. For the industrial
sector, however, Eq. (5) is the general formulation used in this study
without further modification.

!

'
IV. THE UNDERLYING THE0RETICAL MODEL OF

CONSUMER ELECTRICITY DEMAND

1

This section develops the underlying theoretical model for con-

! structing the econometric model of electricity demand by residential
customers. Before proceeding to develop the theoretical model appropriate
for this study, it is useful to review some fundamental issues related
to energy demand modeling.

1According to a recent study by Jerry A. Hausman,12 " energy demand

may be viewed usefully as part of a " household" production process in
which the services of a loag-lived consumer durable good are combined with

,

.- . - - ,,- . , - .
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energy inputs to produce household services" (p. 33). In this context,

consumer energy demand can be broken into two components where the
consumer first chooses a durable which determines the amount of energy

input required to produce a unit of the associated household service.
Then af ter the durable is in place, the consumer determines the amount of
energy consumption through his demand for the household servica and the
input-output efficiency of the durable. At each stage of the decision
process, substitution and adjustment can take place. Of course, substi-
tution possibilities may be greater 5.ith some services such as space
heating and water heating than with such services as refrigeration. But

generally substitution associated with the durable choice is longer run
in nature than the durable use decision.

Again according to Hausman, "if an econometric model of energy
demand is to be successful, it must allow for the different nature of
the adjustment of the two components of household energy demand. Econo-

metric models which do not differentiate the capital-stock decision from
the utilization decision cannot capture the interplay of technological
change and consumer choice in determining final energy demand" (p. 34).

Basically, the household production function approach referred to
by Hausman departs from the assumption that consumers derive utility
from goods and services purchased in the market place per ec; instead
utility is derived from commodities which are produced by the family
with goods purchased in the market. For example, using a furnace and

some natural gas, a family is able to produce the heat from which it
derives utility on a cold winter day.

Note also that with household energy using durables, substitution
a:;.ong fuels is possible in an er ante sense before a capital or durable
good is purchased. However, the choice of durable generally determines the
form of fuel to be used and further dictates a fixed input-output

relationship. For example, once a particular type of space heating
device is installed, the input-output ratio (BfU's per unit of energy

used) is fixed.
Using the household production function approach together with the

latter characteristics which are associated with putty-clay production,

__
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,

10

'

the essential features of energy demand described by Hausman can be

captured.

IV.A. .A General Two Stage Formulation of Electricity
Use Decisions

i Following the above arguments, suppose a consumer (household) has

utility function

:

| v(qo,q1,...,q,)

where g represents the quantity of household commodity j consumed. For
j

simplicity, assume that commodities possibly produced using electricity
1 within the household are separable from all others so that qt ...,q canj

represent quantities of commodities which may embody household electricity
while go represents a composite of all other commodities. Following

Gorman13'l'+ and Greent5 (p. 22), the concept af separability that is
employed throughout this study is that whick validates a two (or more)

,

stage budgeting procedure, i.e., weak separability together with any of
,

the following: (1) only two groups of goods, (2) strong separability.
(3) weak homogeneity, or (4) appropriate combinations of (2) and (3) within
exhaustive sets of groups of goods. In the above case, weak separability
is sufficient since only two groups of goods need be considered separable:

) go and gi,...q . In some further cases below, however, go....q will beg g
! considered as J+1 separable groups.16

Next, following household production theory in the context of
putty-clay technology, suppose consumers possess possibilities for

,

| substituion among energy sources in producing household commodities in

| an ex ante sense. However, once a durable is purchased, the energy source

used in producing the associated household commodity is determined until
the durable is replaced. Let short-run production functions associated
with given appliance portfolios be represented by

= g (f ,.ef,::j) |g j jj

| i
I

, , . . . - , . _ ,- - _m- ., .. r- v.-- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ <
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:

11
'

where i. is an integer index indicating which durable is owned (or which
J

energy source is used) in producing household commodity q ; d is the
j g

j quantity of energy source i used in producing household commodity g ;j
and n. is an exogenous variable which reflects household need for use

'

J
of commodity g , such as cooling degree days, heating degree days, etc. |j

Finally, suppose the annualized fixed cost of ownership and
maintenance associated with a durable which uses energy source i to

l produce household commodity q is represented by 2, the price of energy7

j g

source i is p , the price of the composite commodity is po, and householdg,

disposable income is y. The household utility maximization problem is thus

j max U(go,qi,...,q )j
,q ,5j j

i=1, . . . , I
J =1, . . . , J

'

j = g li ,d;,z ), j=1,...,Jsubject to g j j j

i

J I J I. .

.E .E pi d + p0 90 + .E ,E E < yg g
J=1 t= 1 J=1 t=1

i
!

2 . > 0, 1 < i . < I , (6)J J

wFare i. is an integer, and I is the number of energy sources available.
J

j From (6), a general form for the durable decision equation is
|

l 2j(popt,....p,y,K....,K},K,,,,,gj,,,,,y,,,,,i =ij y
}

ff,al....,n). (7)g

while Eq. (7) entails a fair degree of generality and detail, it may
,

contain too many variables to be empirically tractable in many cases.
Further simplification is possible by making stronger separability assump-
tions. If in fact go, . . .,q constitutes J+1 separable groups in demand,j

| then Eq. (7) can be replaced by

t .- .- - - -- - .... - _-- - - . _ - _ . - _ . _.___ - _ _ - __
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j(pt.....p,5f,y,k,....d.si.....n,7) (8)i =f
j y

!

where pf is a composite price index for commodities go,qi.... q _3,j

jy .. . .,q,7) (inclusive of durable costs _ incurred in household production).g

Here zi,..., sj,1, n ,3,...,z,7 can also possibly be aggregated intoj.

composite need-for-use variables associated with the group of all other
commodities (except g ).i

j

Turning to the energy use decision, consider breaking the overall

| decision problem in (6) into two steps where in one step optimal quantities

j of household '.ommodities are chosen for consumption subject to a given set
of durables (or given appliance portfolio). The other step is to choose!

the optimal durable set. The first step problem for consumer good J is
given explicitly by'

1

U(qf,q) (9)max
j

9j'Yi

!
;

= q, (i ,d',=j)s.t. qj j g

Pg , E + PY9$ 4
*

g U
J:

.,

> :

! tj>0

where,

.
.

U , " U ~ Eh
*

| tjn0,i*i (10)j
i

| and 7([ is the composite quantity index for commodities go,qi,...,q _3,j

f q ,3 , . . . ,q 7 The decision functions in (10) follow trivially since no
j ,

|
durables are available to make use of the associated energy in those
cases once the durable set is chosen. From (9), a general representation
of the resulting additional energy use equation is

4

--,,v.,- -- .- - , . - , ,,-,-..,-.-~,,n,.,- ,-m + . - - , - - - .,. . - , - - , ,- ,-- -,-. --.-,
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13 :

ff= (kf,p *g,,y ,a li=i ) (11)j j
J

,

which contains only 4 right-hand-side variables.
;

Demand equations for household commodities can be determined from.

(8) and (11) using the production functions in (6) and (9). Generally,;

data on household commodity demands (e.g., heat produced, hot water '

'

produced, etc.) are not available so the primary focus of this study does
not involve household production. In fact, the present study focuses

specifically on the use equation whereas the durable choice equation will
be studied in a subsequent report.

.

IV.B. Aggregation and Aggregate Use Equation Specification

To consider the prospects for aggregation, suppose individual use
equations follow the simple form in (11). Also, assume individual use<

j equations satisfy homogeneity of degree zero in prices and income so that

(11) can be rewritten as

e=%j(p7' g,,9*,nli=i);

j j ,7
J

where

5 . = P ./5'bI
i i
J J

9*=y*/fd
are deflated electricity price and deflated disposable income (after
annualized hxed costs of durable ownership). Of course,

2;=Xh(pg ,9*,=j|iM ) = 0j
J

since, for example, no electricity would be used to produce household
commodity J if the associated durable owned by the household were not

electric.

.

J

~ wn-- -a-r,,,,-r-, -, - ~ - , . - . . . , ,,----.,--v...,-~,a-- - - - , - - , . - , ,
- - -
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i

In this framework, if nf households' own an electric durable for the
purpose of producing household commodity j, then the total amount of
electricity used to produce commodity J isi

|i

&g = nb d (p ,9*,nj| N )g g

where i=E denotes electricity. Summing over all end uses of electricity
in households thus obtains total household use of electricity, ;4

=lnk&g(p,9*,nU=E).x g jg
J |

f'

.

Average electricity consumption per household is thus

i = x /n = { oj.rf(p,p*,njli=E) (12)g g g
J

l

ni/nisthe| where n is the total number of households as before and t a
U

saturation of electricity using durables in end use J.
The aggregate equation for electricity use in the empirical part of

this study for the residential and commercial sectors follows Eq. (12)
I where d(.) is further specified as linear in logarithms to facilitateg

discussion of elasticities. That is, the estimated aggregate equation
is of the general form

|

3 4 " "J) (13)In z ={e(ygj+ 1j II" B + Yy In p + y2jy j g
,

3

where additional cross products are also considered as suggested in
Sect. III. While this equation does not satisfy exact aggregation, the
approximating properties should be satisfactory.

V. MODEL SPECIFICATION

This section presents the econometric specification of sectoral
electricity demand and prices. For the residential and comercial sectors,

the present sf.udy only attempts to estimate the short-run usage equation
with given saturation levels of electric appliances. Equation (13) is used

,

---+.--.--y+ - ,, , _ ,9 ._ .-_y, .,, g y ,y, , _ - r, , ,y_ , _ _ _ - -- -_
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,

along with Eq. (5) without the lag term as the basis for econometric
formulation. The industrial demand specification follows Eq. (5) directly.

Since the number of cross-product terms suggested in Eqs. (13) and
(5) is large, the inclusion of all cross-product terms is not feasible
because of problems of interpretation as well as multicollincarity. Thus,

a preliminary analysis was conducted to determine the feasible set of
cross-product terms on the basis of (1) the stability of the estimated
coefficients and (2) the theoretical expectations that electricity price
should have a negative effect; income should have a positive effect; and
the saturation levels of appliances should have a positive effect on
electricity demand.

Several formulations of the price equation are examined in light of*

the relationship between average price and marginal price elasticities
as discussed later. As discussed in Chern et al.,3 the relationship
between aggregate average price P and the aggregate average quantity

h
per customer X for each sector h is characterized by

h
1

h * [h(# 'C) * (14)P
h

where C = average cost of producing and distributing electricity.
The particular specification of Eq. (2) used in Version II was

based on the assumption that the utility company sets rate schedules such

! that, based on their expectations, total revenue will exceed costs by

! some set rate of profit per unit of electricity which they have negotiated
with, or believe will satisfy, utility regulatory commissions. An

alternative and plausible assumption can also be made, i.e., total revenue
grows at a rate just equal to the i rowth rate of costs. Employing the
latter assumption and letting h represent the utility's expected average

h
price for sector h based on a particular rate schedule, the utility then
attempts to set rates such that the expected growth rate in average price
h over all sectors just keeps pace with the growth rate of average cost.

Given this rationale, the functional forr in Eq. (14) can be further
deduced as follows. If X represents the utility's expectation for

h
consumption per customer -in sector h, given a particular rate schedule,

,

- , - - , , - - - - - - + - - , - . . -. - - - , - - , , ,,-~n- - - , , . , , , ,, -e-
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then their expectation for average sector price can be determined
using Eq. (14):

h = fy(5 , c) . (15)y y

/ # where N is the number of customersThus, by defining S;, = Nhh ii h
t A

in sector h, the overall average price P may be written as:

b=[S *EOl(h,c) (16)hhh 12
h h

Now suppose average cost increases by a factor a. Then overall average

price increases by the same factor a (i.e. , at the same rate) if and only
if

aP=[SI(X,aC) (17)h II 12
11

A A

But if Eq. (17) holds for all possible Sh(notethat[Sh = 1), then
h

every f f unction must be homogeneous of degree 1 in C. Since, this
h

must be true for all possible values of X , one finds that c must appear
3

multiplicatively in Eqs. (14) and (15),

b * [I 1r' C) " 9( It) . C . (18)h

That is, changes in cost are passed on to all sectors to maintain profit

| rates.

Now suppose X is used in place of or as a proxy for k * GiV8"
h h

Eq. (18), it remains to specify an estimable form for g(X ). One possi-
h

bility is to specify g(X ) linearly. However, this specification poses
h

a severe problem of convergence in forecasting as demonstrated by Chern '

et al.3 For Version 11 of the SLED model, the following quadratic
specification of g(X ) was used:

.h
l

|
.

g(X ) = 60+SXIh+8X[,-h 2 j

l
,
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Hence, the price relationship in Eq. (18) becomes

h*(60+Olh+B2j)C. (19)P # X

:

The gh functions can thus reflect the fact that costs specific to a,

. particular sector may be passed on to that sector more than to other
|

sectors even though the restriction in Eq. (18) is effective.'

As another alternative, the following exponential function can be
used for g(X ) in Eq. (18):

h.

! So 81
9(X)=c Xy g

Hence the price relationship in Eq. (18) becomes
;

P (c Xfl)C (20)
0

h

i or

In[P =80 + si InX (20)h.

Thus, Eqs. (2), (19) and (20) represent three alternative specifications
of the sectoral price equation. Eq. (20) is used in this study because
the marginal price elasticities computed from the model are more plausible
when this specification is used than with the other two alternatives (the
other two led to several marginal elasticities with implausible signs).
Consequently, the following model specification is adopted.

V.A. Residential Sector Submodel

Residential demand equation: The residential demand equation is

In(=no+ain(+a2 (In()2+a3 I q7, InyZ gt

7

I S+ "j g j-3,it +"8 lit HDD;,

,, =u

_ , . , , _ _ .,._ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ . . - _ . . _ . _ . . . . _ _ . . __ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ . .
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11

+ a9 Sg CDD; y 9 ,gg + an2 inY+ a S gg
kalo

|
16

+ a13 ZnCRg+ a7 7,33 + at7 DLP ZnV 2ny-

g
l=14 )

64

"a m.17 fg (2l)U

M=18

where

i = state,

t = time period,

R = residential sector,

E = quantity of residential sales of electricity,
P = average price of electricity deflated by the cost of living

index (CLI),

Y = per capita personal income deflated by the cost of living index
(CLI),

RDD = heating degree-days,

CDD = cooling degree-days,

Si = saturation level (%) of electric space heating equipment,
S = saturation level of air conditioners,2

S3 = saturation level of electric water heaters,
Su = saturation level of electric clothes dryers,
CR = number of residential customers,
u = dummy variables for reclassification of customers and other

shifts in historical trends of residential sales,
D = state dummy variables,

DLP = a dunny variable for five states (Tennessee, Idaho, Nevada,
Washington, Oregon and California) where electricity prices
were relatively low in the sample period,

u = error term,

a= parameters to be estimated.

_ ._ _
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There are three customers reclassification dummies and 47 state
dummy variables. The reclassification dummies were defined previously
in Chern et al.3 The dummy variable DLP is set to one for the five states
with relatively low electricity price and zero for other states.

Under the specification of Eq. (21), the average short-run price
elasticity is determined by

3!nd 7
R

et = di + 25 2n F +E [ 5. S .InY.#
+,

nic al@N *#2 3 .

* J J-3'*#j=4
tt

+E DLP - InY (22)17 g

and the income elasticity can be determined by
<

b
cfg=32n 12 + $ 2n( + d DLP Ene (23)=

3 i7alny
g

where carets denote estinated coefficients.
It is also expected that the following properties hold in Eq. (21):

alnE
32nP < 0

32nE , 9
alnY

> 0 for j=l , . . . ,4
3

J

32nE , 9
3HDD

32nE , 9
,

3CDD

,

t

_ _ _ _ . - _ . _ _ _ -__ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In Eq. (21), only four major electric appliances are included. The
; saturation levels of electric clothes washers, food freezers, ranges,

and dishwashers were examined but later excluded because of implausible
(though insignificant)+results. The problem associated with dishwashers !

'
is partially due 'to the lack of time-series data (the state-level census'
data are available only for 1970).

Residential price equation: The residential price equation is

In(h 70Cgg) = Bo _ + S In( h CRg ) + 8 InCRgg + B InHYgi 2 3

+ BulnINVgg + B inINDgg + 6 LnCUgg5 6

9' 56

b8D +#c ([BW i*) +i

kpj h6
,7 = 7 k=10

,

where

P = average electricity price (in nominal terms),
'

lTOC = average total cost of generating, transmitting, and distributing
electrici ty,

HY = percentage of total generation by hydropower,
,.

i Inv = percentage.of total generation by investor-owned utilities,
IND = percentage of total sales in the industrial sector,
CU = capacity utilization (%),t

,

p = error term,

S = parameters to be estimated,

with other variables as defined previously.!

The ' price equation specification in Eq. (24) is similar to that of the
earlier s'tudy except that the dependent variable is expressed in terms
of the difference between the log of price and the log of TOC, and several

N variables have been added to explain variations in pricing among states -
namely, capacity utilization, the percentage of electricity provided for
end use by private (rather than public) utilities, the percentage of

'
:

?

4

.

.--r u - - , - #,. _r -
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electricity used by (more efficient) industrial users. Normally, one
expects that low capacity utilization leads to higher price because of
reduced spreading of fixed costs, but very high capacity utilization can
also lead to higher price if prices are used for rationing or to finance
needed expansions. For example, since residential customers are relatively
irregular users with more inelastic demand than commercial or industrial
customers, the need for rationing and expansionary funds could cause
higher residential prices while some of the fixed cost spreading may
continue to be passed on to commercial and industrial users in the form
of lower prices.

When private utilities handle a greater share of the market, one
could expect either lower prices associated with more efficient management
and operation or higher prices because of greater incentive for monopoly
pricing. It might also be noted, however, that public utilities may have
greater incentives to offer lower prices to re< idential and possibly
comercial users who represent the bulk of potential lobbying interests.

Because hydroelectric generation is generally cheaper than other
forms of electricity generation, one would normally expect relatively
greater hydroelectric generation shares to lead to lower prices.

Finally, the percentage of industrial use is intended to explain
the fact that industrial users are generally given price breaks because
of their relatively large and stable individual usages. Such price

breaks, however, can only come at the expense of other electricity users -
,

the residental and commercial sectors. Hence, a greater share of use in
the industrial sector should likely lead to higher prices in the
residential and commercial sectors.

V.B. Commercial Sector Submodel

The end-uses in the commercial sector are similar to those in the
residential sector except there are fewer well-defined categories in the
commercial sector. Jackson and Johnson 17 defined the major end-uses in

the commercial sector as space heating, cooling, water heating, lighting,
and other (including cooking and electro mechanical uses). They esti-
mated that the total electricity use in the commercial sector was
5.05 x 1015 Btu in 1975, of which 6.5% was used for space heating,
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|

| 36.2% was used for cooling, 0.8% was used for water heating, 41.4% was
used for lighting, and 15% was used for other uses. As one can see, the
water heating use has been rather unimportant. Even though lighting is
the most important end-use, its saturation level is virtually 100%. Also,
substitution possibilities appear to be rather limited in the "other"

category. Thus, the only two important end-uses which appear to require
explicit consideration in modeling the saturation level are space heating
and cooling. Unfortunately, data on the saturation level for these end

uses are not available. Thus, the following simplifying assumption is
made:

4, = Y t 'r

where

4,, is residential sector saturation,
4, is commercial sector saturation,
y is a constant parameter.

With this assumption, the saturation levels of electric heating and air
conditioning in the residential sector are used as the explanatory
variables in the commercial sector.

Commercial demand equation: The commercial demand equation is

InE = ao + at InPk + a2 (InPk)2+a3 InPk InY
Lt st tt st it

+au inF S HDD;g + as inP S, g g CDD;g

+ a6 S HDD + a,S ., CDD + as S,gg + a9 Sg g

+ ano inYgg + a,1 inPOPy + a12 inURB;g

3 '+ 81

W +"j j.12 "k k- 3 4 + "it (25)
j=13 k=35

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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where

C = commercial sector,

E = quantity of commercial sales of electricity,
P = average price of electricity in the commercial sector

deflated by CLI,
; OP = population,
URB = percentage of population in urban areas,

,

W = dummy variables for reclassification of customers,
u = error term,

i a = parameters to be estimated,
) with other variables as defined previously. There are 19 reclassification

dummies in addition to the three identified in the residential submodel.
These reclassification dummy variables were identified and defined in

Chern et al.3
Under the specification in Eq. (25), the average short-run price

elasticity is determined by
,

alnd
InP +5=di + 252 InY;c= 3n g

it

CDD (26)+ On S,gg gg + Es S,gg ggHDD

and the income elasticity can be calculated by

cfg=alnd* * 3 Z"# + sto (27)
alny t

where the d 's are estimated coefficients. The following properties
j

should hold in Eq. (25):

alns < 0alnP

<

,-. - -r - -y .. , , , ,, , , , , - - , , - - - . . , , , _ . . , - . , - , - , 3 , - ---
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31nE > 0 for J=l .2BS
j

i

alnr l>0
3HDD

3inE , 9
3CDD

Commercial price equation: The commercial price equation is

'

ln( g/CCgg) + 8In(Pgg/TOCg) = So + B InCCi 2 g

+ B3 Zn#Yg + sylnINVgg + B5 l"INDn
30 78

InCU + 8.V., k k-31
+ S+B6 g

of = 7 k=31

+v (28)
73

where

P = average electricity price (in nominal terms),
CC = number of commercial customers,

u = error term,

6 = r,arameters to be estimated,

with other variables as defined previously.
|

V.C. The Industrial Sector Subniodel_

Since there is not a simple way to deal explicitly with the choices
of electric equipment in the industrial sector, the Koyck model is used ;

to capture both the short-run and long-run demand responses as done
previously in Chern et al . 3.4
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Industrial demand equation: The industrial demand equation is

In(g=ao+at lkt_3 + a2 17kt+a3(I g)2

+ an infg inVAgg + as ini'Agg + as inPC
29 76

+fa D _,, + ugg (29)3 3_g + yW 'a g
j=7 k=30

where

1 = industrial sector,

( E = quantity of industrial sales of electricity,
P = average price of electricity in the industrial sector deflated

by the wholesale price index of intermediate supplies (WPI),
VA = value added in manufacturing deflated by the wholesale price

index of manufacturing output (WPM),

PC = wholesale price of coal deflated by WPI,
a = parameters to be estimated,
u = error term,

with other variables as defined previously.
Under the specification of Eq. (29), the short-run average price

elasticity is determined by

nh = lnd Inkt + du InVA (30)# = a2 + 2& 3 gt

it

and the long-run average price elasticity is determined by

I

65' f (31)
t - ai

whr ,, are estimated coefficients.

. ..
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Industrial price equation: The industrial price equation is

? .( g/ToCgg) = 80 + Si in(kg/CIgg) + B2 In CIgg

+ B3 in HYgg + su in INV; + Ss in IND;g

'

28 75

In Cugg + sU + O O+B6 j j-6 k k-28
j=7 k=29

+ vgg (32)

| where

P = average electricity price (in nominal terms),
-v = error term,-

8 = parameters to be estimated,

with other variables as defined previously.

VI. EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION

j VIA. Application in a Time Series-Cross Section Context

As experienced in the earlier studies by Chern et al . ,3.4 when a
reasonable variety of exogeneous variables are considered in Eqs. (1) and
(2), the number of available observations is not sufficient to permit much
precision in estimation when separate structural parameters are estimated
for each state. This problem is only accentuated by adding the cross-
product terms in Eqs. (5) and (13). To deal with this problem, the earlier
study assumed the same elasticities across groups of states and simply
included shift terms for individual states. With the flexibility of

Eqs. (5) and (13), however, it is possible to assume the same parameters
across states while still allowing flexibility with respect to clasticities.

I Such an econometric approach is implemented in the model specified in

Sect. V. The regression model presented in Sect. V is based on Eqs. (2),

l
!

! -

_. ._ ._ _ _ _, . . _ _ _ _ . ._. _
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(5), and (13) with parameters constant across states except that constant
terms (by inclusion of state dummy terms) vary from state to state.

To investigate the validity of the assumption that parameters are
the same across states (aside from the constant terms), however, formal

hypothesis tests were performed for each of the three sectors - residential,
commercial, and industrial. The model was estimated by state and then

over all 48 states. Using the sum of squared residuals from demand in each

case, asymptotic F test statistics did not lead to rejection of the
hypothesis of constant parameters over states at standard significance
levels. Thus, the generality of the regression model apparently provides
an adequate explanation of variation in behavior and, thus, of variation
in price and income elasticities of demand among states.

VI.B. Estimation Method

argued previously, when average rather than marginalAs Halvorsenia
electricity price is used, the price variable should be treated as an
endogenous variable and thus a simultaneous equation method should be

used. Since the structural equations of (21), (24), (25), (28), (29),
and (32) form a nonlinear simultaneous equation system, they can be
estimated by non-linear two-stage least squares (2SLS) and three-stage
least squares (3SLS). An additional complication which must be considered
in estimation relates to heteroscedasticity due to the pooling of time

series and cross section data. Namely, where observations are pooled from

different states, heuristic reasoning would suggest that all disturbances
would not have identical variances. For example, suppose Eqs. (21) and

(24) can be rewritten as

67
R [ a , y , ,t ,u,tins = uo 4te o to 2j=1

57

In(F]t/Tocgt) = so + Ee Zn ga + vgt
k=1

_ _ _
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where ugg and u are explicit stochastic disturbances with E(ug) =gg

E(vgg)=0, Var (ugg)=oj, Var (vg)=6j. The standard application of
2SLS and 3SLS assumes that o =o and 6 =6 for all i and J.19g j g j ,

Iin pooling data from different states, however, one would expect
different variances of disturbances because of relative differences
in size even though other parameters are the same. In this case, the

standard error estimates of both disturbances and coefficient estimates
obtained from either 2SLS or 3SLS would not be strictly valid. Since

ordinary instrumental variables estimates are still consistent in this

case, however, the corresponding sample standard errors, 6 and 3 , can
g g

serve as needed estimates of heteroscedasticity in the pooled data. Thus,

the model can be transformed to one of asymptotic homoscedasticity by
dividing the data for each state by o. to estimate the demand equation and

t

by 6 to estimate the price equation.g

To determine the extent to which this type of heteroscedasticity

affects standard error estimates of coefficients, the corresponding
estimates of the model were developed in several preliminary runs for each
of the respective sectors. The comparison of these results, however,
show that the effects of heteroscedasticity are not substantial. That

is, neither coefficient estimates nor their standard error estimates

differ substantially from the case where heteroscedasticity is not
considered. Thus, the final estimates reported here are obtained from

the usual nonlinear 2SLS and 3SLS to avoid the computational complexity of
deriving the weighted estimates.

| VI.C. Data

The data for most of the variables are taken from the previous
studies by Chern et al.3'4 The data sources and units of measurement-
are discussed in detail in Chern et al.3 The sample period covers

'; 1955-1976.

A major set of new variables used in this study is related to the

saturation level of electric appliances. The saturation level is defined
| as the percentage of all occupied housing units using a particular j
' :

I electric appliance. State-level data on saturation are available for

i
i

, . - - .e -,
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the two census years of 1960 and 1970.20,21 The eight major electric
appliances included in the cen,us of housing are electric heaters, air
conditioners, water heaters, electric ranges, clothes washers, clothes
dryers, dishwashers, and focd keezer.. The 1960 census did not cover
dishwashers so that time-series data could not be developed for this
appliance. To develop time-series data for econometric analysis, logistic
curves representing saturation growth were developed using 1960 and 1970
data according to the following equation:

4rt " l + czp( o + ci )t

Since Eq. (33) has two parameters (co and et) they can be estimated with
two data points. These parameters are estimated for each state for the
seven appliances. Equation (33) is then used to estimate the saturation
level for the rest of the years covering 1955-1976 for all states and all
seven appliances.

In addition to the census data for 1960 and 1970, there are regional
saturation data available for electric heating, air conditioning, and
electric cooking for.the years of 1973-1976.22 These regional data are
used to adjust the saturation level estimated by Eq. (33) for 1973-76
by first computing

7 -

$rti"i
d = 5"'

T

#
@c .1 i

t=

where

N is the number of residential customers in state i,
g

I is the number of states in the region,

is fitted saturation data from Eq. (33),
j

4 is the regional saturation level,
3

and then computing the adjusted saturation level by
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1
for t = 73,...,76 .*ftf * d rti

Admittedly, the above method for developing the time-series data on
appliance saturation is an ad hoc procedure. Data Resources Inc. (DRI)23
also developed state-level time-series data for major appliances for the
period of 1960-74 for the Electric Power Research Institute. In addition
to the census data, DRI also incorporated information from the magazine

Merchandising Week. The data series developed for this study were compared

with the DRI series by computing the means and correlation coefficients
for the pernds for which DRI data are available. The results, as pre-

sented in Table 1, show that the two data series are very similar except
for clothes washing. A careful examination of the two data series for

j clothes washing revealed that the DRI data show unusually high saturation
levels for almost all states and that variation during this study period
is very small. Aside from this discrepancy, the data series match fairly
well; correlation coefficients are all greater than 0.96.

Although the above procedure for developing the saturation data may
introduce some bias into the results, the bias arises essentially in an

errors-in-variables context. Hence, if variation in true end uses is

more substantial between states than within states, the variation of

errors in variables is small relative to variation in the variables.
Under these conditions, it has been shown that the bias associated

with errors in variables is small. Furthermore, it seems that such con-,

ditions are likely to hold with respect to most end uses. That is, air
conditioning seems to vary widely from state to state because of weather
differences while one would expect variation within state to be fairly
stable and only indicate a mild trend. Even more so, space heating, water

heating, and cooking uses vary substantially among states presumably
because of wide variation in electricity prices and availability of
alternative fuels while the long term nature of the associated durables
would suggest much less variation within states. Thus, the only variables
for which errors in variables may be a problem appear to be for the more
minor end uses in clothes washing, dishwashing, and television; but even

,

-. , -- - . . _ . . . , .
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Table 1. Comparison of the ORNL and DRI data series
on appliance saturation level

ORNL DRI

End-Use Sample Data Series Data Series Correlation
Category Period Mean Mean Coefficient

(%) (%)

Electric Heating 1960-73 5.23 6.09 0.968

Air Conditioning 1960-74 27.5 33.1 0.980-

Water Heating 1960-74 29.7 29.7 0.997

Electric Cooking 1960-74 45.1 45.1 0.997

Clothes Washing 1960-74 63.7 74.4 0.195

Clothes Drying 1960-74 27.7 27.6 0.978

Food Freezing 1960-74 27.9 30.0 0.967
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in these cases, one would expect the logistic saturation curve to provide
a good approximation.

In addition to the saturation variables, there are five more new

variables used in this study. Data for the urbanization variable (URB),
defined as the percentage of population in urban areas, are taken from
the Bureau of the Census.24 For the generation proportions by hydropower
(HY), investor-owned utilities (INV), and the proportion of sales in
the industrial sector (IND), data are taken from the Edison Electric
Institute.25 The capacity utilization refers to actual kWh generated as
a percentage of the kWh which could have been generated if total installed
name' plate generating capacity has been fully utilized throughout the year.
Data on capacity utilization are taken from Federal Power Commission.26,27,28
The average of the beginning and end of year generating capacity is used
to approximate the capacity available throughout the year.

VI.D. Empirical Results

Using the model specified in Sect. V and the data described in
Sect. VI.C, nonlinear three-stage least squares (3SLS) estimation was
used to obtain the results in Tables 2 through 7. Consider first the

estimated results for residential demand (Table 2). The estimated coeffi-
cient for the cross-product term, In/ InPN has a positive sign, indi-

cating that higher electricity prices would lead to a lower electricity
price elasticity. This result is somewhat surprising because one would
expect that higher prices could lead to more consumer sensitivity and,
hence, a greater price elasticity. However, these results reveal the

same phenomena obtained when Version I of the SLED model was updated with
additional data for 1975-76 in the previous study by Chern et al.4

'

One explanation may be that the reversal from a declining trend
of real electricity prices to an increasing trend in the early 1970's
may result in a change in the relationship between marginal and average
price elasticities. That is, average price elasticities tend to be

i larger than the marginal price elasticities as will be shown later. And
as shown in a recent study by Houthakker,29 the differences between

average price and marginal price have been much smaller since electricity

'
__ ._- . - _ . _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _~
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Table 2. Three-stage least squares estimates of
residential demand, 1955-1976a

Normalized Variable: In/
Estimated Estimated Asymptotic

Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Ratio

Constant 0.394 1.18 0.33

In/ -4.707 0.46 -10.23

In/ In/ 0.487 0.057 8.50
In / Iny 0.369 0.071 5.16

In/ si -0.00268 0.00059 -4.56

In/*s2 0.00118 0.00014 8.38

In/ s3 0.00754 0.00076 9.92

In/ sq 0.0134 0.0012 10.81

si HDD 0.00000232 0.00000026 8.84

S CDD 0.000000919 0.00000027 3.442

S -0.0177 0.0025 -7.18
3

-0.0382 0.0039 -9.81S4

InY -1.073 0.26 -4.14

IncR 1.252 0.033 37.65

R2 0.994

Estimated coefficients for the three reclassification
dummies and 47 state dummies are not reported. R2 is the
weighted R2 for the system that corresponds to the approxi--
mate F-test on all non-intercept parameters in the system.
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Table.3. Three-stage least squares estimates of
residential price, 1955-1976a'

Normalized Variable: In(P"/ TOC)

Estimated Estimated Asymptotic
Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Ratio'

Constant -2.330 0.79 -2.95
N

Zn(E /cR) -0.212 0.022 -9.52

In CR 0.057 0.044 1 .31

In ny 0.00207 0.0064 0.33

i In INv -0.026 0.017 -1.54

Zn IND 0.0588 0.022 2.69

In cu 0.185 0.017 10.64

R2 0.994

" Estimated coefficients for the three reclassification
dummies and 47 state dummies are not reported. R2 is the
weighted R2 for the system that corresponds to the approxi-
mate F-test on all non-intercept parameters in the-system.

,
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Table 4. Three-stage least squares estimates of
commercial demand, 1955-1976a

Normalized Variable: InB

Estimated Estimated Asymptotic
Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Ratio

Constant -0.407 1.72 -0.24

ZnP -3.541 0.67 -5.29

ZnP InP 0.301 0.08 3.77

InP Zny 0.704 0.14 5.06
CZnP S HDD 0.0000028 0.00000057 4.89t

InP S *CDD 0.0000034 0.00000059 5.792

S HDD -0.0000064 0.0000017 -3.82
i

S *CDD -0.0000124 0.000017 -7.252

-0.00528 0.0033 -1.58Si
S 0.00798 0.00090 8.86

2

InY -1.355 0.506 -2.68

InPOP l.777 0.065 27.52

InURb -0.0214 0.094 -0.23

| R2 0.984

Estimated coefficients for the 22 reclassification
dummies and 47 state dummies are not reported. R2 is the
weighted R for the system that corresponds to the approxi-2

mate F-test on all non-intercept parameters in the system.
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Table 5. Three-stage least squares estimates of
commercial price, 1955-76a

Normalized Variable: In([/ TOC)

Estimated Estimated Asymptotic
Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Ratio

,

Constant 1.872 0.53 3.51
C'In(E /cc) -0.0982 0.014 -7.03

Incc -0.183 0.036 -5.11-

i Inuy 0.00468 0.0063 0.74

InInv 0.0547 0.016 3.33

InIND -0.00186 0.024 -0.08
;

Incu 0.108 0.017 6.36
;

i! R2 0.984

" Estimated coefficients for the 22 reclassification
dummies and 47 state dummies are not reported. R2 is the

4

weighted R2 for the system that corresponds to the approxi-
.,

' - mate F-test on all non-intercept parameters in the system.

:
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Table 6. Three-stage least squares estimates of
industrial demand, 1955-1976a

Normalized Variable: In /
Estimated Estimated Asymptotic'

Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Ratio

Constant 3.409 0.473 7.21

In/t-1 0.560 0.017 32.22

In/ -1.276 0.267 -4.78

Zn/ In/ 0.0556 0.040 1.40

In/. InvA 0.0489 0.01 6 3.15

InvA 0.182 0.037 4.87

ZncI 0.0870 0.011 8.20

InPC 0.0964 0.011 8.98

R2 0.991

" Estimated coefficients for the 22 reciassification
2 is thedummies and 47 state dummies are not reported. R

weighted R for the system that corresponds to the approxi-2

mate F-test on all non-intercept parameters in the system.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Table 7. Three-stage least squares estimates of
industrial price, 1955-1976

Normalized Variable: Zn(// TOC)

Estimated Estimated Asymptotic
Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-Ratio

Constant -1.134 0.17 -6.49

In(E /CI) 0.0729 0.0091 7.97 |I

IncI 0.109 0.01 10.67

InHY -0.00182 0.0063 -0.29

InINv 0.0406 0.01 6 2.58

ZnIND -0.180 0.024 -7.42

Zncu 0.067 0.018 3.82

R2 o,991
9

" Estimated coefficients for the 22 reclassification
dummies and 47 state dummies are not reported. R2 is the
weighted R2 for the system that corresponds to the approxi-
mate F-test on all non-intercept parameters in the system.

t
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prices have drastically increased in recent years. Also, i+ seems that
people now are quite sensitive to the large positive changes in price that
rate increases are providing. But perhaps their needs are so increasingly
inflexible that the statistical finding obtained in this study is, indeed,

consistent. The same results with regards to the cross-product term are

also obtained for both the commercial and industrial sectors.
Consider next the cross-effects between price and income. One would

expect that higher income would decrease consumer sensitivity and, thus,
imply less price elasticity. Similarly, a higher price should imply
greater response to changes in income (at low prices, consumption would
take place with little consideration of income) and should, thus, cause
higher income elasticity. The estimated coefficient for the cross product

N
term, InP InY confirms these expectations. The same results also hold

in the commercial sector.
The effects of appliance saturations on the price elasticity are

much less obvious because the end-uses which have nearly 100% saturations

(such as lighting and television) and those for which adequate data are
not available (such as dishwashing) are not explicitly included in the
model. Thus, the average impacts of these excluded end uses are reflected
by the three price variables (InP" Inp ZnP , and InP" ZnY) and the

N

constant and dummy terms. In the context of the model estimated in
Table 2, the effects of various included appliance saturations can only
be interpreted in a relative sense by comparison with the mean effects of
the end-uses for which saturations are not included. The results show

that a greater use of electricity for space heating (as reflected by si)
leads to a higher price elasticity of demand than the excluded end uses.
On the other hand, a greater use of electricity for air conditioning (S ),2

water heating (s3), and clothes drying (sg) leads to a lower price
elasticity of demand.

Further analysis of the relative effects of various end-uses on
price elasticity is possible by considering decomposition of the price
elasticity with respect to end-uses included in the model. Using the

sample means of the appliance saturation levels (in percent), Table 8
is developed for the comparison. The last column of Table 8 shows the
extent to which the average price elasticity is adjusted by various end-use
saturations. Since the average price elasticity has a negative sign, the

- _______ _-_
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Table 8. Comparison of the effects on price
elasticity of appliance saturation level

among end-uses, residential sector
|
'

Estimated Effect ofSa le MeanCoefficient of Appliance
End-Use RInP S. (2)j Saturation

(1)# (1) x (2) i
!

Space Heating -0.00268 4.90 -0.012

Air Conditioning 0.00118 24.23 0.029
i Water Heating 0.00754 28.85 0.218

Clothes Drying 0.0134 24.77 0.332

|

|

|
|

l

l

|
i

I
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results show that space heating uses of electricity would increase the
price elasticity in absolute value, while water heating and clothes drying
uses decrease the price elasticity. Even though air conditioning usage

decreases the price elasticity, the effect is much smaller than water
heating and clothes drying. Although the price elasticity associated
with each of the end-uses cannot be computed from the model, these

relative impacts clearly show that the price responsiveness is greater
for space heating and air conditioning than for clothes drying and
water heating. Given that in the recent energy crunch much of consumers'
adjustments seemed to be focused on " adjusting the thermostat," one
would indeed expect that regions with greater use of electricity for
space heating and air conditioning would have higher price elasticity
of demand. Similar arguments would imply that greater saturation in less
adjustable uses, such as water heating and clothes drying, should imply
less price elasticity of demand. Thus, the estimated effects of saturation

on price elasticity appear reasonable.
Another important check on the reasonableness of the estimation

results is to see whether or not the important comparative static assump-
tions as discussed in Sect. V hold. Using the sample mean values, these

properties hold - the electricity price has a negative impact on demand;
and income, heating and cooling degree days, and all saturation variables
have positive impacts on demand.

Turning to the commercial sector, it seems that the same qualitative
relationships shculd likely hold between price and income, but that the
role of end uses may be somewhat different. Namely, a comfortable

environment may be regarded as a necessity; in which case greater use of
electricity for space heating and air conditioning would imply less price
elasticity of demand. As one can see, the results in Table 4 correspond
to these expectations.

Consider the results of the industrial sector in Table 6. The

estimated coefficient for the square term InF InF is positive, but

its numerical value is relatively small and also insignificant statis-
tically. Tais result indicates that price elasticity of demand for

electricity of the industrial sector does not vary significantly as
electricity price changes. The estimated coefficient for the cross-
product term InP InVA is positive and significant at the 0.01 level,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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indicating that, as value added increases, the price elasticity of demand
for electricity is decreasing. Such a result is consistent with theoreti-
cal implications for use of electricity as a productive input (e.g., for
the operation of machinery and application in various chemical processes).
That is, demands for productive inputs are derived demands. The level of
output is the dominant factor determining the quantity of inputs demanded;
when the price of productive input is small, the output quantity decision
becomes of overriding importance. Consequently, the price elasticities of
demand for inputs such as electricity, become relatively smaller.

Since the industrial model is specified as a dynamic model which
captures both short-run and long-run responses, the cross-price variables
are also included. However, as it turns out, only the price of coal
has a coefficient with the expected sign and a high t-ratio.

Turning now to the estimated price equations (Tables 3, 5, 7), the
quantity variable (average usage) has a very high t-ratio. The results
also show that higher shares of hydropower have an insignificant effect
on the prices of electricity in all three sectors. The share of generation
by investor-owned utilities has a significant positive effect on the
electricity prices of the commercial and industrial sectors; its effect
on the electricity price of the residential sector, on the other hand, is
statistically insignificant. The share of industrial sales has a positive
coefficient with a t-ratio of 2.69 in the residential sector and negative
coefficients with t-ratios of -0.08 and -7.42 in the commercial and
industrial sectors, respectively. These results imply that price breaks
for the industrial costomers are perhaps made at the expense of residential

customers. Finally, the results show that capacity utilization has a
positive and significant impact on the electricity prices in all three
sectors.

VII. ESTIMATED ELECTRICITY DEMAND ELASTICITIES

VII.A. Average Price Versus Marginal Price Elasticities
;

I
|

In this study, the use of average rather than marginal electricity
price is based on a similar, but modified, version of arguments by

I

- _. - - -.
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Halvorsen. That is, while the theoretical advantages of using marginal
price and an intrarate income effect are well understood for representing
the effects of declining block rates for electricity consumption, the lack
of reliable and widely applicable marginal price information necessitates
the use of average price. Nevertheless, a theoretically satisfying
justification is possible because of the relationship that must hold
between average and marginal prices for a given rate schedule. That is,

suppose marginal price is given by p"(x) where p" falls according to a
declining block rate schedule as use x increases. Then where p" is
average price one finds

F
p" . x = p (#} d# *

m
Jo

Differentiating both sides of this equation with respect to x and
substituting Eq. (20) yields an explicit relationship between p" and p".

p" + x 3p"/3x = p* ,

i.e.,

p = p" - Sie 00: I c (34)

where p" and x are the same as ph nd x , respectively, in Eq. (20).h
The relationship in (34) thus permits the estimated model to be inter-
preted in terms of marginal electricity price as well as average
electricity price. Furthermore, it suggests an additional advantace

18of the model specification used here over the one employed by Halvorsen
because the relationship between marginal and average price turns out to

depend on quantity as one would expect. The only necessary additional
consideration is that a simultaneous equations procedure must be employed
in estimation since, with a declining block rate, the average price is
influenced by quantity even at the level of an individual consumer (see
Halvorsen). This was, of course, implemented in the estimation presented

in the preceeding section.

._ _ _ -_-_______________-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Based on the estimated equations, another important question can
be answered in this study. That is, to detennine whether and the extent
to which elasticities of demand vary among states, the estimated parameters
in Table 2 can be substituted into Eq. (22) to estimate average (short-run)
price elasticities by state for the residential sector. Similarly, the
results in Table 4 can be used in the contest of Eq. (26) for the commer-
cial sector. The results in Table 6 can be used in the context Eqs. (30)
and (31) for computing, respectively, short-run and long-run price
elasticities for the industrial sector.

The relationship in Eq. (34) can then be used in estimating a more
useful concept of (short-run) marginal price elasticity of demand. The
marginal price elasticity is often more useful since an average price
elasticity cannot be used to determine the effects of new developments
except where the rate schedule remains fixed (in real terms). The assump-
tion of fixed rate schedules, might be a reasonable approximation during
the sample period, but, because of new possibilities in rate schedule
design, it may be far from applicable for post-sample forecasting.

For example, if utilities switch from declining block rates to flat
rate schedules, then the relationship in Eq. (34) would become simply

p" = p* and estimated equations could be interpreted correctly only in
terms of marginal price, i.e., the demand equation in (5),

O6i g)In x = yo + yi Inz _x + [Y2 + Y3 Zn (p -Se y gi g3 g

80 6 ,c)+ w In y + ys In u ] In (p] - Bic ixgg t

,

+ YG Iny + Y7 Zn n (35),
g

|

| would become
.

r|IIn e = YO + Y1 lnx _3 + [Y2 +Y3 IM (h - 61
U g)O8

t e

B,|i)+ yo In y + ys In u ] In (p"g - 8 c O e1 gg t

+ Y6 In y, + y7 In ng,
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where p" is the new flat rate price. In addition, one should properly

consider the intra-block income effect

80 01(p" - p")x = - B x, e 3 3i
x c

3

by modifying the income term from yt to i/ in transforming the demand3

eqt.ation from a delining ' block rate to a flat rate schedule.
To consider marginal price elasticities for the estimated average-

price de.nand equations, substitute (34) into (5) to obtain (35). For

notational simplicity ignore the subscript t except where t-1 appears.
Exponentiation of Eq. (35) implies that .

5 + Y3
~

x - A (p* - BicBo Bic) e =0x

where

YO Y1 Y6 Y7A=g y y g
t-1

I = Y2 + Y4 EM y + Ys 14 0 -

From implicit differentiation,

E(x/p") + 2y3(x/p") In p"a
m 2 2dp ) , p (,jp ) Si(p"/x) + 2y3 (x/p )(Inp") st(P"/x)a

.

(a + 2y3 n p") (x/p")t

1+s[(E+2y3 In p")
.

_

so that the marginal price elasticity is-given by
/

* I+81= dx p (36)g ,

p dp* # 61 + 1/(E + 2y3 n p#)*
2

\
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The term E + 2y3 In f is the average price elasticity as more completely
expressed in Eqs. (22), (26), and (30). Eq. (36) is' applicable for
calculating the short-run marginal price elasticity for all three con-
suming sectors. Note that the lag variable In.r in Eq. (35) does notg
appear in the empirical model used for the residential and commercial
sectors. Thus, no long-run marginal price elasticities are derived for

these two sectors.

VII.B. Estimates of State-Level Electricity Demand Elasticities

As shown in the preceeding section, both average price and marginal
price elasticities can be computed in the model developed in this study.
In addition to these price elasticities, state-level income elasticities

can be computed using Eqs. (23) and (27), respectively, for the residen-
tial and commercial sectors. To compute these elasticities, the time
series data are averaged as in Eq. (4), so the estimates represent
elasticities for t6 M ividual states at average data points for the

sample period, l' These elasticities for the U.S. are computed.;.

using the sample means for all 48 states. The estimated elasticities of
demand are reported in Tables 9,10, and 11.

Consider the estimated demand elasticities for the residential sector
(Table 9). Results indicate that the variation in elasticities among
states is apparently substantial. The short-run average price elasticity

| of demand varies from -0.04 in North Dakota to -0.85 in Mississippi. The
'

estimated marginal price elasticity is smaller in absolute value than
the average price elasticity. The estimated income elasticity ranges from
0.04 in Alabama to 0.51 in Idaho. For the U.S. as a whole, the estimated

! short-run average price elasticity is -0.48, the short-run marginal price
elasticity is -0.39 and the short-run income elasticity is 0.15. These

estimated elasti' cities are all plausible.
j Turning to the estimates of demand' elasticities for the commercial

sector, results silow that the estimated average price elasticities all
have correct signs, but as with those of the residential sector, they

-vary substantially among states. The average price elasticity of demand
i ranges from -0.03 in Florida to -0.94 in Idaho, with the mean for the

,

e ,

| '
,

s
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Table 9. Estimates of short.run prf te and. income elastic 1 ties by
state, residential sector {'

ATES.1GE PRICE RARGINAL PHICE I5CC5I

1 MAINE -0.3494 ' -0.2797 0.2148
2 NEW R T. J P3HI2 2 -0.2512 -0.2002 c.23Se
3 YEREONT -0.3407 -0.2726 0.1551
4 MASSACHUSITTS -0.4711 -0.3792 0.2200
5 RuoDE ISLAND -0.4623 -0.3725 C.2339
6 CONNECTICUT -0.3497 -0.2799 C.1757
7 NEW YOBK -0.5329 -0.4302 0.2143
8 NEW J E!S!Y -0.5310 -0.4286 0.1993
9 PENNSYL7ANIA -0.4190 -0.3365 0.1966 /

10 CHIO -0.4008 -0.3216 0.1525
11 INDIANA -0.4404 -0.3540 c.1229
12 ILLINOIS -0.4865 -0.3918 0.2033
13 MICHIGAN -0.3893 -0.3122 0.1648
14 WISCONSIN -0.3970 -0.3185 0.1252' '

15 MINNESCTA -0.3403 -0.2788 0.1759
16 10sA -0.3062 -0.2446 0.2010
17 5ISSOURI -0.5227 -0.4218 0.1966
18 NORTP DAKOTA -0.0406 -0.0321 C.1968
19 5OUTH D AKOT A -0.1581 -0.1255 0.2018
20 NEBRASKA -0.4547 -0.3657 C.1230
21 KANSAS -0.4935 -0. 3977 0.17?7
22 DEL 22A3E -0.1940 -0.1542 0.2039
23 NtA!LAst AND DC -0.4770 -0.3841 0.1822
24 VIRGINIA -0.5643 -0.4561 0.1196
15 WEST VIPGINI4 -0.4616 -0.3714 0.1773
ib NORTH' CAP 3 LINA -0.5092 -0.4106 C.1042
17 IOU TH CAROLINA -0.5144 -0.4153 0.1234
26 C302 CIA -0.5913 -0.4786 0.1124

'

29 FLOPIDA -0.1622 -0.1298 C.19'2
30 KENTUCKY -0.6968 -0.5667 0.1249
31 7ENN!SSI: -0.7894 -0.6448 0.3706
32 ALA9AMA -0.8436 -0.6909 C.0404
O MI S SI S SI.'PI -0.9365 -0.6333 0.1224
54 ARKANSAS -0.6556 -0.5323 0.2113
35 Lu?ISIANA -0.6730 -0.5469 C.1961
36 OKLA903A -0.4701 -0. 37a u 0.2212
37 TEt1S -0.6003 -0.4861 0.1315
39 MONTANA -0.3979 -0.3192 0.1043
31 IDAHO -0.1092 -3.0954 0.5096
40 2709::13 -0.4366 -0.3391 0.1531
4% COLORA00 -0.4271 -0.3431 0.19??
22 N!W M?I!C3 -0.5157 -;.4160 0.2225
23 ARI"0MA -0.7307 -0.5952 0.1617
4a q;Aq -0.3aat -3.4314 S.12 5
45 137401 -0.al'1 -3.3794 0.3044
46 W A S 3I N STCN -0.3546 -0.2930 2.2741
37 CRE101 -0.2513 -3.2002 0.3610
43 CALIFORNIA -3.6473 -0.5254 0.14'2
18 3 3 -0.3323 -0.3135 0.1437
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Table 10. Estimates of short.run price and income
elastic 1 ties by state, cerraercial sector

AVERAGE PRICZ MARGIN AL PSIC: IUC CM2

1 5AINE -0.6403 -0.5810 1.11'S
2 NES RAMPS 3 IRE -0.4991 -0.4522 1.1829
3 TERMONT -0.6744 -0.6121 1.0398
4 MASSACHUSETTS -0.5664 -0.5136 1.0002
5 BROD! ISLAND -0.5702 -0.5171 1.1029
6 CONNECTICUT -0.4817 -0.4364 1.0192
7 NEP YORK -0.5149 -0.4665 1.0369
8 NEW JERSIT -0.4691 -0.4249 1.0232
9 PEN NS Y LV AN I A -0.5607 -0.5094 0.9920

10 09I0 -0.6117 -0.5549 0.9479
11 I N D I.'. N A -0.5993 -0. 5436 0.9473
17 ILLINOIS -0.4384 -0.3970 0.9991
13 MICHIGAN -0.5095 -0.4617 1.0212
14 2ISCONSIN -0.6668 -0.6052 0.9857
15 MINNESOTA -0.5633 -0.5107 1.0936
16 IOWA -0.5076 -0.4600 1.0854
17 MISS3URI -0.4780 -0.4331 1.0199

D.KOTA -0.6033 -0.5472 1.093118 NO R T!! t

19 SOUTH DAK3TA -0.5913 -0.5363 1.0917
20 NEDRASEA -0.6743 -0.6120 0.0149
21 KnSAS -0.4925 -0.4463 0.9201
22 DELAWARE -0.4133 -0.3742 0.9624
23 MARIL AND AND D C -0.3962 -0.3586 1.0057
24 VIRGINIA -0.7175 -0.6515 0.8407
25 E!ST VIPGINIA -0.7695 -0.6991 0.9616
26 NORTH C AROLI N A -0.7919 -0.7196 0.8239
27 SOUTH CAROLINA -0.7566 -0.6873 0.8E69
29 GEORGIA -0.5072 -0.4596 0.9955
29 TLORIDA -0.0332 -0.0300 1.1201
30 KENTUCKT -0.7406 -0.6727 0.0818
31 TENNESSEE -0.5155 -0.4672 0.'C63
32 ALABAMA -0.6438 -0. 5842 0.9763
33 MISS73SIPPI -0.6765 -0.6141 0.9434
34 13 KANSAS -0.6557 -0.5950 1.0049
35 LOUISI ANA -0.3831 -0.3467 0.9936
36 OKL1H05A -0.3871 -0.3511 0.99?1
37 TEIAS -0.2994 -0.2609 0.9062
39 53NTANA -0.9304 -0.7549 0.3422
39 IDAHO -0.9432 -0.8593 0.51?6
40 SYOMING -0.97C6 -0.7918 0.7315
at COL 0en 3 -1.6663 -0.6052 0.1243
42 M5W 5:II:0 -0.6904 -3.6177 0.?643
43 43!:0NA -0.4377 -0.3964 C.3"33
44 UT\1 -0.903) -0.7006 0.3853
si 4E7\3A -0.2410 -0.2179 0.7250
46 E453I50 TON -0.7012 -0.6366 0.5:~0
47 CR:504 -1.7956 -3.7233 C.4913
29 CALI?a?NI\ -0.5 ?1 ? -0.5363 C.354?
4? U S -0.5323 -0.5231 C.1354
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Table 11. Estimate 5 of price ela5t1 Cities by State,
indu5 trial sector

ATERAGE Pa!CE !!33:51L Pt:L1

38087-233 105G-233 55027-155 10SG-353

1 3614r -0.6640 -1.5090 -0.7148 -1.6245

2 ett RA!PSEIR -0.6536 -1.4855 -0.?C37 -1.59?1
3 trts03T -0.6829 -1.5518 -0.'352 -1.6708
4 RAF11C5tSITTS -0.5233 -1.1892 -0.5629 -1.2793
5 PHQbr ISL140 -0.6139 -1.3952 -C.6607 -1.5016
6 Cost!CTICUT -0.55a7 -1.2605 -0.5?68 -1.3563

7 E!3 YO1K -0.5139 -1.1679 -0.5519 -1.2564
8 s!1 JIPStf -0.5317 -1.2083 -0.5720 -1.2999

9 PE53STLTANIA -0.5240 -1.1908 -0.5637 -1.2810
10 09fD -0.Sa05 -1.2294 -0.5915 -1.3216

11 13DIINA -a.55?5 -1.2716 -0.6021 -1.3683

12 ILLIs0TS -0.5239 -1.1907 -0.5636 -1.2909
13 RIC8IGIN -0.5280 -1.2000 -0.5631 -1.2910

14 BISCCWSIE -0.5619 -1.2769 -0.6046 -1.3740

15 81NNE30TA -0.5825 -1.3238 -0.6268 -1.4245
16 7054 -0.6073 -1.3801 -0.6536 -1.4854

17 ETS50091 -0.5778 -1.3132 -0.6218 -1.4131
19 N0aTR D&20T1 -0.7184 -1.6326 -0.7736 -1.7592
19 530!4 D8KOTA -0.7321 -1.6635 -0.7894 -1.7919

20 .Nt?tASIA -0.6776 -1.5400 -C.7216 -1.6510

21 NASSAS -0.6427 -1.4606 -0.6?19 -1.5723

22 DELn5A82 -0.6788 -1.5421 -3.7338 -1.6609
23 nt1TLAsp 110 D C -0.5890 -1.3364 -0.6329 -1.4322

24 TISGINT4 -0.6137 -1.3947 -0.6605 -1.5011
25 IIST TIRO 13IA -0.6642 -1.5094 -0.71!0 -1.6250
26 NitTM Cat 0 LINA -0.6068 -1,3790 -0.6530 -1.4841
27 500Tr C130LIgn 0.6590 -1.4977 -0.7095 -1. 6 124
29 C20RCIA -0.6181 -1.4046 -0.6652 -1.5118
21 FLOPIDA -0.6061 -1.3775 -0.6523 -1.4825
30 K!B TU C RT -0.6432 -1.4617 -0.6924 -1.5735
31 TEDNES$Z -0.6647 -1.5106 -0.7156 -1.6263
32 Alit a n t -0.6672 =1.5163 -0.7183 -1.6324
33 PT SSI S $1PP: -0.6698 -1.5200 -C.7200 -1.6364
38 kPKANSAS -0.6840 -1.554a -0.7364 -1.6736
15 LOUISI134 -0.6587 -1.4969 -0.?O11 -1.6115

36 CELnPonn =0.6717 -1.5265 -0.'221 -1.6a34
37 ?!Ig5 -0.5874 -1.3348 -0.6321 -1.4365
39 P.cy sta -0.44C5 -1.9102 -0.*057 -2.05P4
39 :D A E0 -0.7851 -1.7843 -0.S459 -1. ? 222
a0 rroiryc -3.79:2 -1.8003 -0.9534 -1.9315
41 COLC21to -0.6479 -1.a725 -C.69'5 -1.5851
42 sta r.11TCO -C.750 9 -1.7066 -0.10?9 -1.3391
a3 get:033 -0.6793 -1.5437 -0.* 314 -1.6621
44 0*LR =0.4913 =1.5482 -0.'335 -1.6669
45 N!?A?n -0.*452 -1.92J8 -0.910* -2.619
46 2ASM:41701 -3.7578 -1.7222 -3.9162 -1.5550
47 e**001 -0.7600 -1.7271 -0.9116 -1.9603
** C1L:TO?t:4 -0.5313 -1.20* -0.5'15 -1.29'*
49 1 3 -0.6430 -1.161a -3.5022 -1.5731

-
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U.S. as a whole equal to -0.58. Similar to the residential sector, the

marginal price elasticities of demand are all less than corresponding
average price elasticities for the comercial sector. The average income
elasticities in the comercial sector also vary substantially among

states, ranging from 0.51 in Washington to 1.18 in New Hampshire, with
a mean of 0.94 for the U.S. as a whole. A comparison of Tables 9 and 10
raveals that comercial users of electricity are generally more respon-
sive to changes in electricity price and income. Price and income
elasticities of demand for the commercial sectors are generally higher
than those of the residential sector.

Table 11 presents the short-run and long-run price elasticities of
demand in the industrial sector. Results show that the estimated short-
run average price elasticities all have the correct sign and range from
-0.51 in New York to -0.85 in Nevada. The estimated long-run elasticity
ranges from -1.17 in New York to -1.92 in Nevada. Comparing the average

price and marginal price elasticijies, one finds that the latter is
larger than the former for all states.

The estimated elasticities presented above appear to be more
reasonable than those in the earlier study since they vary more smoothly
across states and perhaps cover a more reasonable range. Although, in
some cases, the elasticities are similar within regions (in which elasti-
cities were previously assumed constant across states), there are also
cases which suggest wide variation in elasticities within regions. For

example, the price elasticity of demand in residential use appears to be
quite d,fferent in Arizona than in the rest of the Mountain region.
Similarly, the income elasticity of residential demand seems to differ
considerably between Washington and California in the Pacific region.

The results of this section indeed imply substantial and explainable
variation in elasticities. Furthermore, the elasticity equations suggest
that elasticities will change over time since they depend on price and
income as well as durable ownership and use. Since price and income

changes can supposedly be predicted for the future, it stands to reason
that consideration of the effects of these changes on elasticities should
improve accuracy in forecasting electricity demand.
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elasticities in the commercial sector also vary substantially among
states, ranging from 0.51 in Washington to 1.18 in New Hampshire, with
a mean of 0.94 for the U.S. as a whole. A comparison of Tables 9 and 10
reveals that commercial users of electricity are generally more respon-
sive to changes in electricity price and income. Price and income
elasticities of demand for the commercial sectors are generally higher
than those of the residential sector.

Table 11 presents the short-run and long-run price elasticities of
demand in the industrial sector. Results show that the estimated short-
run average price elasticities all have the correct sign and range from
-0.51 '.n New York to -0.85 in Nevada. The estimated long-run elasticity
ranges from -1.17 in New York to -1.92 in Nevada. Comparing the average
price and marginal price elasticijies, one finds that the latter is
larger than the former for all states.

The estimated elasticities presented above appear to be more
reasonable than those in the earlier study since they vary more smoothly
across states and perhaps cover a more reasonable range. Although, in
sone cases, the elasticities are similar within regions (in which elasti-
cities were previously assumed constant across states), there are also
cases which suggest wide variation in elasticities within regions. For

example, the price elasticity of demand in residential use appears to be
quite different ir. Arizona than in the rest of the mountain region.
Similarly, the income elasticity of residential demand seems to differ
considerably between Washington and California in the Pacific region.

The results of this section indeed imply substantial and explainable
variation in elasticities. Furthermore, the elasticity equations suggest
that elasticities will change over time since they depend on price and
income as well as durable ownership and use. Since price and income

changes can supposedly be predicted for the future, it stands to reason
that consideration of the effects of these changes on elasticities should
improve accuracy in forecasting electricity demand.

_ _ - - - _ _ .
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a varying elasticity model with given appliances
saturation is developed for estimating short-run electricity demand in
the residential and commercial sector. The dynamic model for estimating
industrial electricity demand is specified to allow electricity price
elasticity to vary from state to state. The structural coefficients

are estimated by nonlinear three-stage least squares using annual state
data for 1955-1976. The regression results show that the variation of
demand elasticities (such as price and income elasticities) is indeed
explainable in the model. For example, the price elasticity of residential
demand is dependent upon the levels of price and income, and the saturation
levels of the major electric appliances. These results imply that each
end-use of electricity has distinctive price elasticity impacts. The

comparative analysis shows that space heating and air conditioning have
higher price elasticities in absolute value than water heating and clothes
drying.

Model estimates are derived using average electricity price in a
simultaneous equation framework. One advantage of the model specification
used in this study over the one employed by Halvorsenl8 is that the
relationship between marginal and average price is allowed to depend on
quantity as one would expect. The explicit relationship between marginal
and average price, thus, permits the estimated model to be interpreted
in terms of marginal electricity price as well as average electricity
price. Furthermore, both sets of elasticities can be computed in the

model. The estimated demand elasticities show substantial variation
among states. Also, there are differences between average price and
marginal price elasticities; however, these differences are in general
not dramatic.

_ _ _ _ _
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